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Chen Karlsson is glad to announce that the pendant lamp “Favourite Things” is 

now available for retail in selected stores throughout Europe. 

 Favorite Things is a vitrine and pendant lamp combined;  a product dedicated 

to highlight your souvenirs, objects d’art and personal trinkets. The main body 

consist of a round reflector and a transparent tank with an aperture in the side.  

Through the aperture you are invited to insert your selected objects – wether it 

would be porcelain figurines, your first baby shoes or memories of past holidays. 

 The idea of the design originates from a visit to the natural sciences museum in 

Stockholm, where  a polar-bear was dramatically spotlighted inside a glass cabi-

net. The accentuated light source exposed the white creature dramatically. As the 

background faded into the darkness the setting very much reminded of an old 

italian painting.

We, and our children, loved the effect of that particular cabinet. Instantly we started to think of 

how we could achieve something similar in a format more suitable for the home. Said and done, 

the idea to the Favorite Things pendant was born 

-  Chen Karlsson designer Hung-Ming explains.
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Chen Karlsson:  East-West Homeware

Chen Karlsson is a swedish company founded by the two families of Chen and 

Karlsson. Coming from  two completely different cities – Chen Family from Tai-

pei and Karlsson Family from Stockholm – the four of them met while studying 

design in Konstfack University, Sweden. Soon they came to realize the strong  po-

tential of a cross cultural collaboration. During the studies the partnership evolved 

into the joint venture Chen Karlsson AB.

 Today Chen Karlsson headquarters in Stockholm and work closely with design-

ers, craftsmen and manufactures in Scandinavia and Asia. Under the slogan ”East-

West Homeware” the company continue to mix eastern and western ideas and 

designs.

  

FAVOURITE THINGS IN STORES

Chen Karlsson´s new pendant let you spread the light and tales of your favorite things.

Favourite Things Pendant Lamp


